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While subjects who have undergone TMR have experienced 
enhanced prosthetic control with conventional myoelectric 
control strategies, the nuanced signals created in the newly 
innervated muscle groups are ideal signal sources for pattern 
recognition. Thus, while an individual with a shoulder-level 
amputation can produce four distinct control signals using con-
ventional myoelectric control, Zhou et al. report on a small series 
of subjects with shoulder disarticulations and transhumeral 
amputations who were able to achieve highly accurate classifica-
tions of 16 intended arm, hand, and finger/thumb movements 
with pattern recognition.4 Thus the enhanced myoelectric con-
trol facilitated by TMR may be further exploited with the use of 
pattern recognition.

Sequential versus Simultaneous Control
Able-bodied upper-limb function is characterized by simulta-
neous, coordinated movements at multiple joint segments. To  
the extent that simultaneous control has been attained with  
conventional control schemes, it has been accomplished with  
the combination of myoelectrodes and another input source.  
This is commonly encountered at proximal amputation levels  
where myoelectrodes may govern wrist and hand function 
while elbow position is regulated by a linear transducer. Exclud-
ing patients who have undergone TMR, the lack of multiple 

electrode control sites 
has historically prevent - 
ed simultaneous myoelec-
tric control of upper-limb pro - 
stheses. Instead, actions at the 
wrist and hand are generally pro-
duced sequentially, with the user 
switching back and forth from wrist to 
hand mode to obtain the desired movements.

While pattern recognition has historically 
been confined to sequential control strategies, a 2014 publica-
tion describes a transition to simultaneous pattern recognition 
controls.5 To evaluate the efficacy of this approach, a small cohort 
of individuals who had undergone TMR was recruited. TMR 
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these more 

sophisticated 

processors benefit from 

more elaborate input signals 

beyond the dual-site control 

schemes frequently seen in 

traditional myoelectric 

applications. 
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INTUITIVE CONTROL
IS FINALLY HERE

C O M P L E T E  C O N T R O L

Coapt’s COMPLETE CONTROLTM 
Pattern Recognition System
for upper extremity prosthetics

Powerful, quick, ON-THE-GO recalibration

Clinically proven, SUPERIOR control

SEAMLESS integration

SIMPLIFIED electrode placement and setup

ADAPTS to varying EMG conditions

For more, visit www.coaptengineering.com
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